While medical journals cite a number of symptoms of tongue-tie, including difficulties with speech, intraoral hygiene, and infant breastfeeding, none addresses the management of this condition among musicians. 4 The tongue plays an important role in the performance of wind instruments, and students with tongue-tie may encounter numerous difficulties as a result of their tongue's limited mobility. Because most music teachers will have students who struggle with tongue-tie, it is important that they understand how to assess and accommodate students who have this condition.
Assessing Ankyloglossia
When assessing tongue-tie in the music classroom, teachers must first know that cases of ankyloglossia vary greatly in severity. The lingual frenulum is the medical term for the small fold of tissue that secures the tongue to the floor of the mouth (see Figure 1 ). The
Hazelbaker assessment tool for lingual frenulum function (HATLFF), which evaluates seven function and five appearance criteria, is perhaps the most comprehensive means of evaluating the tongue's mobility. 5 The length, location, and overall elasticity of this band of tissue greatly affect the tongue's mobility. As a general rule, the shorter the frenulum, the more mobility is limited.
While tongue-tie is defined by the length of the frenulum, its location is also important.
In general, the closer the frenulum is to the tip of the tongue, the greater the restriction it will The most severe cases of tongue-tie will likely include a frenulum that is short and located near the tip of the tongue. This oral configuration will impose a great deal of restriction on the tongue's mobility. 
Medical Treatment
Moderate to severe cases of tongue-tie may necessitate surgery. Two surgical procedures are commonly performed: frenotomy and frenuloplasty. Frenotomy, commonly known as "clipping," is a simple procedure that releases the tongue and can be performed with or without anesthesia.8 While this is a straightforward, relatively painless procedure, it is generally recommended only for infants.9
For older children and adults, the preferred procedure is frenuloplasty.10 Frenuloplasty includes not only the release of the frenulum but also plastic surgery to more completely correct the problem.11
The procedure takes only a few minutes In some cases, medical professionals diagnose and treat severe cases of ankyloglossia when the patient is very young, before a student learns to play a wind Notes
